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SJS Band To March
In New Uniforms
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Perspectise,- the Speech mid Drama departmelias tuilent
training series of television programs, will he on thi air aaaiti
this fall with nine fine arts programs scheduled befare I litri-tinsa. emproducer Dr. Clarence E. Flick announced todas.
Dr. Flick, associate professor of drama. said the initial preentation tomorrow will be by the SI", mantling hand. 4111’1,1, .1
hI HOger Muzzy, assistant prof, a a ol music. It ail! be ttiaMined via microwave to KNTV
tram T1134 at noon.
Prof. Flick, Richard B. Elliot
assistant professor of drama, and
Frank T. McCann, assistant proRooters tickets, must lie purfessor of speech, are producers of chased by 3
p.m. today for the
the series. Mel Swope is the stu- Oct. 15 San Jnse state -Stanford
dent producer-coordinator.
game, states Jerry % room, 5.15
The schedule for the rest of Ocgraduate athietie manager.
tober includes a program on ceraThe tickets, available at the
Ilite art on Oct. 15, 2:30 p.m.; one student affairs
business office,
.in industrial design on Oct. 22,
TH16, enable student body card
2,30 p.m. and an unspecified proholders to purchase $2.30 seats
gram of the series will be broad- for
$t.
cast over KNTV.
Less than 13110 of the 3000
"These programs are primarily
available tickets bad !Well stall
Iii train radio and television stu- his
yesterday afternoon. Vromn
dents," Dr. Flick said, and added
stated. The $1 fee is the same
that "secondarily, they are intend harged to Stanford students for
Ii, bring the resources of the
their home games.
college to the community. All our
programs will he concerned wit!.
a VilsW of college arts."
In addition to producing the pin’
gram. Dr. Flick elaborated, t h
I
students also survey viewer peen.
’
The
Associated Vomen’s Stueipation through telephone checks.
Last year a figure of 7500 to M- dent cabinet will appoint four comien watchers for each program mittee chairmen, according a,
’
Carol Cottrell. AWS president. at
the weekly cabinet meeting Toesday.
SJS Prof To Talk
The Positions to lie filled are
On Political Issue
-A Roman Catholic for Presi- march melodies chairman, faculty
dent." will be discussed at the chairman. Christmas dom. dermaEpiscopal college group Sunday, lion chairman and community
Barbara Arnold, college worker service chairman.
An applicant must have a clear
for the Episcopal church, an standing and at least a 2.0 arade
:mixed today.
Dr Richard W. Staveley. profes- point average. Those applying for
al political science at SJS. march melodies chairman offices
...I lead the talk which begins must be juniors or senior:.
Applications are available at the
6 13 p.m. in the new Christian
or.,0, 100 F. 10th st
College I ’iii. ti

AWS to Appoint
Four Chairmen

ASB Applications

Suzanne Lusty
Named Delegate
To Convention
San ,Toe State’s Speech Correction and Hearing club last night
voted to send a delegate to I he
national convention of the American Speech and Hearing association Not. 1-5 in Los Angeles.
She is Suzanne Lusty, a senior
education and speech correction
major from Yakima, Wash.
At the convention James L.
I,. Ate. assistant professor of
speech, will read a paper on stuttering. Professor Aten, the club’s
adviser. in SJS coordinator of
Speech Correction and Hearing
clinical services.
Officers elected at the meeting
for the 1960-61 year are Bob Silveira, president; Lee Walters, vice
President; Jrxlene Smith, secretary; Marilyn Graham, treasurer;
Diane Reinert,
rearesentative;
Mks Lusty, historian and D rive
Giten and Pat Knudson, social
eh airmen.

Radio Station KPFA
To Air UN Speeches
arra, a current event FM
radio station at Berkeley, annominal yesterday they will
1.,,ib.stnine
major 17.N.
atm.d,,y,
Ti,.- speeches will include
thoae made by President Eisenhawer, Premier librualichev,
Premier Castro and Prime Min later McMillan,
The speeches will he broad aaat from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.,
and again from 3:13 p.m. until
they are r

Rior, Explains ROTC Program

Leadership Essential to U.S.,
Says Military Science Head
Its DAN PETERsa
Edwin T. Rios, who reccii
Col. Edward S. Robbins
head of the S.IS military science
’imminent this semester, said it
essential that the U.S. have a
if highly trained leaders in ease of war.
.Tho main job of the Army
Rm.,. program is to help select
draelop these leaders," he
said
-Hie strength of our army is
the strength of our people." Col.
Rea declared.
A
Year man in the army, the
has seen war first hand.
Est’APES CHINESE
He barely escaped the Chinese
’,imams’ onslaught from the
1 IWO!’ during the Korean War.
Ile was a company commander
Ill ilia 15th infantry Regiment
Halt freight a rear guard action at
the ilamining
perimeter.
On
Dhratnias eve. 1951, Colonel Rios
was on ane of the last 12 ships that
evae.atel the area as the Chinese
rliaNI in.
Loci’ in the war he was in
Itarae fif operations of the 8th
aaria tactical psychological warfare eaiameted against the Chinese and North Koreans.
tli
taff coordinated intent.
alea lasalitetion anti dissemble ...a a: media designed to reduce
a ad’ to fight of the enemy soli.!.
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’Perspective’ Returns To Air; Monday Deadline Set
SJS Band on First Program For
Deadline To Buy
Game Tickets
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thea Iwo armies came to the (nen dilly as the battalion commander
I lines. we would have success of the 52nd Armored Infantry lac
’against them," Colonel Rios ex- , lalion it the 3rd Armored Divisiat
JOINS SaIS
plained. The Chinese communists.
Upon his return from Germany
had kept some of these men away
from their homes and families for ’prim. to his joining SJS, he corn nine years. They had had enough Meted advanced studies at the
. Command and General Staff col ’if communism.
The communists tried psyeholog- lege. Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
ical warfare against U.N. forces. In commenting on the most slanificant change in the modern
bs’,
"But their methods were ama- army, Colonel Rios stressed the
I ulish and usually ineffective," ever-increasing need for highly
he said. "This is a very special- trained leaders. He predicts that in
inert branch dealing with ideas and ’ another year or two, all officers
motives. It must be fully under- in the army will have college &stood to be used effectively. and , grecs and 15 to 20 per cent will
the Chinese image of Americans ;have master’s degrees.
"We cannot afford to stand still
was too distorted to he et fective."
After Korea. Colonel Rios was in these times," Colonel Rios ex chief of the training committee at plainer!. "War is getting so corn the Infantry school. F’irt Berming, plea that a lieutenant today has
Ga. In Pt56, he went to Germany to ’maw as much as a hattalion
where he nimpleted his blur of commander did in WWII,

P-14 tnt u(.1( tt tItS;s1
,riiiiccucc 11.1.0 V.,11111 in prisoners and try to find
:IN much as possible." ex
stained Cali-mei Rios. "Then we
aould develop psychological plans
Ilhtlg on discovered weak high speed presses of Army prod’alton teams would produce the
isaterial within a matter of hours.
Then dissemination units would delaer the propaganda
by plane, artillery leaflets or
loud speaker
truck%
’when
warfare was a sue "I’M, It WA.% A dramatic success!"
Colonel Ri,s said,
HAD ENOUGH
illtelligenee found nut a
10L11bUtil them and every time

11 1,I,olo --../ tot Ititi-11
11.111.1
-It a nd 1/1.1t are
IIn’
II-s er
-1 lie ’less
silser me- used in gke ilic lie -t toesible
tallii areatimis are de-igmal for Ultima-Me from the di-tanrc
"’liras! and appearance
the the
tiiiihirms
are normalls
-1,iied Ii, ..u- s \11.I/ %
marclila
it
laaid h..- /,.
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Applications will close 510talay.
at 2:30 p.m. for 49 ASB positions,
says Pat McClenahan, SJS student
body president. Interviews for applicants will be held Oct. 10-14.
Posts available are: executive
council, corresponding secretary.
personnel officer; Student Council,
senior representative; ASB judiciary, student justice; Student Activate§ board, student gorernment
bulletin board manager.
Awards board, secretary, three
student members at large; Spartan Shops Board, inc., five student
representatives; College Life committee, four student representatives; College Union Planning committee, six student representatives.
Community Service committee,
chairman; Fairness committee,
five student representatives; RAdlo and Television committee, one
student representative; ruhricalions committee, one student rep -

Applications Open
Candidates for freshman representative to the Student Council may obtain applications for
the four offices open at the College Union until ‘IVerinesday.
Petitions for class council
posts are also avallahle.
Gary Wood, election board
chairman, announced that all
applications sind p-titions must
he turned in by 5
Oct. If.
resentat ix e ; Lecture committee,
two student representatives.
Parking committee, one student
represent, live; College Community Relations coinmittee.
"mei. is
dent representatives;
Day committee, two stwient
resentatives: Improvement of
ncommittee.
oitcart
%stud,’
,.I
two
representatives.
Setah Pertent, one student representative; Rally committe e,
chairman; Revelries hoard, one
student representative; Public Rehttiona board, five student members at large.

Shots Again
Five Diseases
Given Today

I.

Immunization sh.,1
major diseases will be given ,
beginning at 1 p.m., Dr. Tliaa
Gray, director of student bean;
services, has announced.
Polio vaccination, originally
scheduled for today. will he delayed until Oct. 16. because of a
late shipment, Dr. Gray said.
Immunization is required of certain students in nursing, occupational t her py, ROTC. and
AFROTC.
Applications for the shots, which
are available to all stuednts eligible for health service, will be supplied in the Health office. Students
under 21 must have parental approval, Dr. Gray has indicated.
The series of typhoid -paratyphoid. diptheria-tetanus, smallpox
vaccine, or influenza vaccine can
he taken singly or together any
Friday I unless it precedes a holiday or vacation’ throughout the
semester. The clinic will he open
from 1-4 p.m. for the shots.
According to Sgt. Clifford j/oll
of the AFROTC and Sgt. Viral’
Cullen of ROTC, students must
have immunization shots for small pax, typhoid, tetanus and pill he lore leasing for summer camp.
For occupational therapy maim the vaccinations are necessary
fore starling clinical %mit. R.
Certain, college physician, said.
The ’Mots are also a requirement for all nursing majors, Miss
Grace Staple, nursing department
head, has stated.

Book Refunds in Today ;

LT. COL EDWIN T. RIOS

Today is the last day to return
biatIcs ta the Spartan hisikstore far
a full cash refund, according to
Ffarry Winerot h. store manager.
Winoroth said it is essential sill- I
rlents bring their cash register re -I
ceipts with them. Returned hooks
must he clean anti resalable to get
the full price, he added.

BAND’S NEW LOOKMajorette Claudean Moreland, a junior
transfer student from Bakersfield junior college, demonstrates her
baton twirling talents for drum major Mike Kambeitz, Miss Moreland is part of the new look of the San Jose State marching band
this fall. In addition, director Roger Muzzy’s musical aggregation
will perform in new navy blue and silver metallic uniforms

I tailor-. gold and
,o1.1
contrasl that
lacked
rs.
a as needed
w u
e
iii the nenifom
%.% seleeted nay y blue as a sub-tout.’ eider. which is the ’,tune
a- the loath:ill jeeti
rss. The silser metallic is a special material
for TV and night performances because of its glitter," Professor
Muzzy said.
The navy blue jackets are West
Point style with one tail set off
by the silver spun -metal sash and
belt. The tapered ski pants are
set off by a 3 -inch stripe. The 20inch -high shako, a fur hat with
plume, will be worn by each member of the band.
These uniforms will he seen by
the nation on TV during the halftime show at the Oakland Raiders
game Nov. 13.
DELAY EXPLAINED
What delayed the uniforms’ delivery was the new metal cloth.
l’’This was the first time that the
’ new cloth had been used as a belt
and sash," said the director. "and
when the manufacturer sewed the
metallic cloth with their wet process the backing shrunk. making
reserving necessary.
When asked about traveling now
that the hand had its new uniforms, Muzzy said. "We’d have
liked to have gone to Oregon with
the team, hut our small budget
doesn’t allow us to travel farther
than COP and Stanford."

MAJORETTE ADDED
Another new look for the hand
is majorette Claudean Moreland,
20-year -old junior transfer from
Bakersfield junior college. Claudean has developed a new routine
for SJS that is built on showmanship and flash. "I use lots of
throws and difficult things to
please the audience," said Claud can, who will be spotlighted at
Ithe halftime show’ for the Raider’s
game.
The 5-foot. 3 -inch majorette
Dtiiiiilie tyyo student political orgaiii/almie. the 1
erats and lippidilicate. bine combined their el fort- to bring the worked with the Bakersfield band
The for two years, performing in the
errent
eampaign aithin aass reaeli
sis -Indent-.
, .
.
Junior Calrar, Pas., Bowl last
re-iill
ti,’-,’ ettorls
an arrangement Iti has,.
year.
Irk’
"" raIIIPH’1- id the ’t Imitg Itepithlicans and Bob
tecortling I., Brent I
Crittenden iit the ’lim e_ I/mutter:its. four television sets will tic
4installeil in room 55 of the Taal-.
Building and will be available t
Three Resolutions
interested students. Approxima,300 students will be able ta
(‘ due
this second of a series of d,1.,. M. Felse,
between the two presidential can- today by 5 pm..
didates which will begin at 730. student affairs business manager
pus, met recently to pass three
In addition to having the de- states.
resolutions nil-Om:ling the Panbates televised on campus, the two
The 510 fee must be turned in
tet housing rule, the compulsors.
groups have extended in- to T1116 before that time. Felse
housing rule and gave its full sup- student
vitations ti the twa candidates to cautioned, In addition, students
port to the Student (Faulted comappear on campus in person as not y-e t registered for the plan
mittee investigating the Dixon
part .4 their campaign tours.
:nay do so until the 5 p.m. deadcase, according to student chairLetters were sent each of the line
man Gary Clemens.
candidates by Vice President WilThe volunteer student plan of"With the elections of freshmen
liam Dr sel on behalf of the stu- fers outpatient benefits, x-ray and
representatives to the council corndent palincal groups, but as yet lab facilities, hospital care, surgiing up soon. TAsc invites all stuthere have been no replies.
cal benefits, and physcians’ visits.
dents of a liberal political opinion
Vice President Nixan made one
The plan was drawn up through
a, join," said Clemens.
appearance on the SJS campas the efforts of the Santa Clara
Interested persons may runt act
during the 1956 campaign and Go County Medical societs.. the Col.
Clemens by leaving a message in
Frank Clement of Tennessee k- lege Health service. and Physihis box at the Contra’, Union.
ited the campus on behalf of the cians’ Service Blue Shield,
ernoetatii candidate A, Jai Ste.rison.
CHRISTIAN CENTER
It is expected that if the candi,
daleS themselves cannot visit SJa PLANS
SEMINARS
;hey may send personal representAiluhl;, happa
atives to speak on their behalf.
honorary society
in sociology, R abert Kennedy. Senator Kenne- will begin Simday evening at 7:30
elected officers in a meeting yes- dy’s peineer brother. and Gover- with a lecture in the Christian
terday. Dr. James E. Blackwell, ner Nelson Rockefeller have been center ’et -The Dilemma of Chrisassistant professor of sociology, mentioned as possible alternate tianity.- acceding to Rev. Don
Emmel. Presbyterian campus pasand the group’s ailsiser reported.
speakers for the twa candidates. tor for the United Campus ChrisThey are Eleanor Blossom Kroll,
tian Ministry
president;
Whit, II, v
’la
The lecture Sunday. by Mr. Empresident; Natalie Whalmi.
met will he part of a seminar on
taly-IITASII11.1’; and Irene Krell..
Cantemporary Theo’Studios
Program chairrnan.
logy." which will also be presented
Miss Krail is a senior. The
at 10:30 a.m. on Thursdays.
officers all’ gril(11./ittO snider’
All students are eligible I,, ra, of Masa- camp. in aut,na far pity-, Other seminars taught by Mr.
AND, provided they has-e a 3.0 sical education majors and minors. I Emmel invlude: "Rediscovering the
overall grade point average, and a to he held October 15 and 16 in I Bible." on Wednesdays at 10:30
(,PA in at least 12 units af the Santa Cram Mountains. Gaill a.m. and Thursdays at 3:30 p.m.
each week: and "Christianity and
sociology.
PrentiSS. Motor c:imp puhlicityI Con t cmporary Issues.- Tuesdays
Dr. Blackwell said AND expect- head said today.
each week a/ n30 p.m.
ed to has(’
SP,Aker it 111.)11th
’rickets for the weekend activi-’
Dr. Robert ’,Hest’’’. associate
:is part of the reLstilar program ty are on sak, in is omen’s gym
.1mong prominent tiecsons men- patio for al on Deadline for ob- professor of philosophy. will teach
a fourth seminar weekly shout!
tioned was Dr .alberi
di,,’,’ - taining tickets is Tuesday
Soren Kierkeaaard. Thursdays at
ii r of Flighlields ladinquency cen13us transportation to the camp 2 :t0 p.m.
ter in New Jersey.
site will leave campus al 7,311 a.m.
Each class will meet in the lila
About 13 students are expected Saturday and will retarn Sunday
rary room of the Christian center.
I. be initiated , .a. a.aatei. Dr. afternram. Included in the
price 300 S. 10th st The classes arc 30
Blackwell sail
are lunch and dinner Sat, trday.
breakfast and lunch Sunday.
Activities at the camp will ineliale folk dancing. skits and ot.i Friday Flick Shows
entat ion talks, Faculty mentheia Ingrid Bergman Film
S.IS students attended a of the physical education departFriday Flicks tonight will pre11 el
recently that completed a ment a ill attend. Dr. Helen Clark sent -Inn of the Sixth Happiness."
is
adviser
to
Major
club,
which
mil a inal merger of five campus
starring Ingrid Bergman.
Drab -tent groups, reported t lie .ponsor, Major Oinlp.
Showtime will be 7.:10 pin. it,
purpose
The
of
Major
camp
is
to
11011 EMMOI. Pff.Shyterinit
1;1,
Mori% Danes’ auditorium.
students
new
acquaint
with
faculcampus pastor for the United
"Inn of the Sixth Happiness,"
ty members and fellow students.
Campus Christian Ministry
is a drainatic story about a misThe meeting. :It Stephet .
sionary and her ditties in desolate
lege in l’olumhia,
ASCE Meets Tonight Chinese lands. Music listeners
Presbyt Trio n. Congrreatit.11
r ii engineer might remember a popular song
al, Christian
Es angel- and attorno. will speak on "The "Knick Knack. Paddy Whack"
ical and rnited Bret hren eampus ’.inst m ei iim Tahision of
the which came from this screenplay.
denominations into one grolIP Ameriean Society of Civil Engin. I The movies . sponsored by the
railed the Frilled Campus Chris- isirs" at the ’society’s first meet- senior class. cost 25 cents for both
ing tonight at 13 p.m. in E118.
tian Fellowship.
I students and public.

Nixon-Kennedy Debate
On TV in Tower Hall

Health Insurance
Fees Due Today

Passed by TASC

Sociology Society
Names Officers

Hobo Hde-away
i
Major Camp Theme

Students Attend
National Merger

2SPART

N n.%fl.y

7.

1960 ’Elmer Gantry’ Film Called ’Well-Timed’
---Explodes With Lancaster Touch

7,44 Comment
Editorial

Seventh Street Mall May
Lower Con jest/on
Skyrocketing enrollment awl the resulting surge of construe,ion projects at the largest and most vigorous of state colleges.
san Jose State. is bringing an out proposal into better light.
"Block off Seventh et through the campus area and create
a mall," enlightened people have said. They were thinking of
an i llllll ediate and positke way to thwart the congestion resulting from the bulging -at -the-seams growth of San Jose State.
Admittedl.
.s does not have a campus to compare with
the like- of Stanford and the Urns ersity of California, but does
that mean we can’t do the best with %hat we have?
The comersion of traffic-jammed Seventh st. from a congested eyesore into an attracthe and practical mull should he
inure seriously considered by city officials.
There are positive improvements to consider in the proposed street to mall conversion:
i Campus areas east and west of Seventh st. would he tied
together. At present. the harassing stream of traffic up and down
Seventh splits the campus area.
21 An improved educative atmosphere would be the result
of squelching the hubbub of Seventh st and installing a spacious
ecu
restful mall. At present SJS look like a big traffic jam
father than a college.
:11 Students and faculty alike wouldn’t have to risk life and
limb in crossing Seventh st. A student could walk from the
brary to the Art building knowing he. wouldn’t have to fight
traffic during the trip.
Does the abandonment of a thoroughfare through SJS in
favor of a real campus atmosphere appall anyone?
HE’S VERSATILE
HOLLYWOOD I UPI -- Ver-

Spartaguide
TODAY’
American Society of Civil Engineers student chapter. meeting.
E118, 8 p.m.
California Teachers Assn.. meeting. barbecue pits. women’s gym.
6:30 p.m.
International Relations Club,
meeting, C11229. 3 p.m.

international Students Organlzathin, meeting. WG22. 8 p.m.
SATURDAY
Spanish Club, meeting, barbecue
pits. women’s gym, 4 p.m.
SUNDAY
Hawaiian Club, meeting. 152
East Reed, 12:30 p.m.

Church
Slate

satile Gus Edson. creator of the
"Dondi" comic strip, wrote the
screenplay and was associate
producer of the film "Dondi."
an dalso wrote lyrics for a song
Patti Page sings in the picture.
EXPLORER STORY
HOLLYWOOD CpuI -- "Ten
Who Dared." the exciting tale
of the first explorers to descend

the treacherous,
orado river in
filmed by Walt
natural settings
canyon

uncharted Col1869, is being
Disney in the
of the Grand

St. Thomas Chapel
STUDENTS

Worsh:p Services

SundayI0:00 a.m.

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center

et

CHRISTIAN CENTER
306 S. I0th at San Carlos

300 SOUTH 10TH

NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

Episcopal Church

eJa at Shasta
CY 4-7447

Services at Trinity, BI N. 2nd

9 2;

GO a.m.
.....,er

W. E

Spattan

By Dee Boomer
Fine Arts Editor

Alban Berg’s atonal opera "Wozzeck" will be performed by the
San Francisco opera company Saturday night. The performance
Tuesday night was the first time
the San Francisco company has
presented Wozzeck."
On the lighter side, Duke Eltington is at the :sieve, a brand new
club, for a limited engagement.
The Neve is located at 960 Bush.
The San Francisco Light Op-

era to.

is

performing "show-

boat" at the Curran theater. The
Kern and Hammerstein 11 musical stars foe E. Brown, Eddie

Foy jr. and June Wilson.
"State of the Union," a play
about U.S. presidential politics.
will open the San Francisco state
college drama season Oct. 14. The
performance, in the Little theater,
will play Oct. 14, 15 and 18-22.
Flamenco dancer La Mariquita
will appear at the Loft theater
Oct. 14, 21 and 28. She will be
accompanied by guitarist anti singer Jose Calarrudo and pianist Antonia Menaglia. The Loft theater,
Emerson at Hamilton, Palo Alto,
will be set up in a Spanish cabaret
style for the occasion.
Also at the Loft theater. the
Cometila Repertory company will
," a tragipresent "The Scarce
comedy. Monday at 8 p.m. (free
admission) and "Damn Yankees"
on Oct. 15 at 8:30 p.m.
Annstrong will
Pianist

play Sunday at the de S.:
lery on the University 01
Clara campus at 3 p.m. He will
play works of Bach, Beethoven,
Bartok. Debussy and Chopin.
In Monterey, the Wharf theat..r
is showing "The Rainmaker" j
day anti Saturday nights at and a matinee Saturdm
2:30 p.m.
"Salute to Rogers and Hammer stein" will play tonight and
morrow night at Civic auditociic
at 8:15

p.m.

Hillel Schedules
Group Discussion
"Jewish Tradition and ti,

lege Student" will be the
of an open group discussion
13’nai B’rith Hillel founduti,s.
their regular Monday night meeting.
The meeting will be at NeWMa
Hall, 79 S. 5th st., at 8 p.m.
The results of a previous ml’.
Hillelboard meeting at which
ski trip was discussed also will
reported.
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LARKS

1"’

HOME OF THE
HAPPY HOT DOG

181 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

IA

APS
CY 2-0462

Corsages
Bouquets

10th & Santa Clara

rantDAY! THE GREATEST
SIXIINONEDERRI CHEVROLET

IMPALA 4-DOOR sPoR-r
one of five
Impalas that bring you a new measure cif elegant.*
from the most elegant Chevies of all.

Sunday Services

Rec,ar

ll

Music Club Holds
’Sit, Chat’ Session

Here’s file car that reads you loud and
clearthe new -size, you-size ’61 Chevrolet. We started out by trimming the
outside size a bit (to give you extra inches
of clearance for parking and maneuvering)
but inside we left you a full measure of
Chevy comfort. Door openings are as
much as 6 inches wider to give feet, knees,
and elbows the undisputed right of way.
And the new easy-chair seats are as much
as 14% higherjust right for seeing, just
right for sitting.
Once you!ve settled inside you’ll have
high and wide praises for Chevrolet’s
Spacious new dimensions (in the Sport
Coupes, for example, head room has been
upped as much as 2 inches, and there’s
more leg room, toofront and rear).
Chevy’s new trunk is something else that
will please you hugelywhat with its
deep-well shape and bumper-level loading
it holds things you’ve never been able to
get in a trunk before.
Yet, generously endowed as this car Is
with spaciousness and clean-etched elegance, it holds steadfastly to all the thrifty;
dependable virtues Chevrolet buyers have
come to take for granted. Your dealer’s
the man to see for all the details.

Stop and Shop
Spartan Advertisers

FOR COLLEGE

Jiiyaiyht,

Patti Page appears occasionally
and sings up a storm for the Lord
as do all the people working for
Writer-director Richard Brooks Sister Falconer’s revivalist group.
took some chunks of material out
Gantry appeals to the people
itiGiii.luirrs
of Sinclair Lewis’ controversial
novel about 1920 revivalism, com- with the fire-and-brimstone tech-Once Upon a Mattress," the
bined them and came up with a nique. but Sister Sharon appeals original written by Hans Christian
success that shocks, but doesn’t to the people’s heartsand you Anderson and called "The Princan bet they are both successful. cess and the Pea," will play until
injure.
22 at the Geary theater in
But disagreements don’t always Oct.
"Elmer Gantry," released by
The sensitive prinand San Francisco.
United Artists, is well timed, mov- leave pleasant memories
cess is played by Dotty Goodman
ing quickly over its 2,2 -hour neither do old girl friends like
Buster Keaton is the sad -faced
Lulu. Especially if that girl friend and
period.
king.
Most of the spontaneity of the is too alluring to ignore.
film comes from Burt Lancaster,
Andre Previn provides the rouswhose portrayal of Gantry may
ing musical background and Easteven be worth an academy award.
man arrays his colors in rich
Lancaster, the vibrant actor tones.
It’s worth seeing.
that he Is, makes the fictitious
Gantry look almost believable as
Mu Phi Epsilon, music to ganizahe shouts, sings, and spits out
tion for women, will hold the first
that old time religion.
of two "Sip and Chat" sessions toBut Gantry can’t save all the
day from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Entered
second class suffer April 24,
Stones,
sinnersnot even himself. The self- 1934, of asSan
Jose, California under the at the apartment of Linda
styled preacher had his mind set act of March 2, 1879, Member Cali- 2:34 S. Ninth st., Apt. S.
on women as he had an spreading fornia Newspaper Publishers Assn. PubThe purpose of the session is to
"the Gospel." He was out to do lished daily by Associated Students of allow actives a chance to get betSan Jose State College, accept Saturthe best he could with both.
day and Sunday, during college year. ter acquainted with new members
and to acquaint interested girls
Subscription rates $4 per year.
Jean Simmons plays the part of
EDITOR
RON BATES with the organization.
Sister Sharon Falconer, the one BUSINESS MGR.
LYNN LUCCHETT1
Mu Phi Epsilon is open to all
whom Gantry said he would die News Editor
Jim Ragsdale women music majors and minors
for. Miss Simmons is almost an- Day Editor
Pete Kuehl and any interested girl may attend.
gelic in her portrayal of an evan- Sports Editor
Nick Peters
Gory Palmer
gelist with an earnest, sincere ap- Assistant Sports Editor
Photo
Editor
Jim Brock
proach. But she also is a little too
BEING PAGED
Copy Editor
Jim Janssen
wooden.
SesHOLLYWOOD ’UPI)
Fine Arts Editor
Deanne Boomer
sue Hayakawa and his wife,
Feature Editor
Ed Rapoport
Gantry is tied between her and
Wire Editor
L. Worthington
Tsuru Aoki Ilayakawa, who play
Lulu (Shirley Jones). who apEllen Shulte
Society Editor
key rules in "Hell to Eternity."
Mike Sanders
peals to the more human desires Office Manager
are being sought by Pearl S.
Public Relations Director Peter Benavides
of the self-promoting Baptist
Buck for starring roles in the
Reporters: Richard Dyer, Richard Freeminister.
land, Wilford Keener, Peter Kuehl,
picturization of her novel "The
Charlotte
, Daniel Petersen,
Big Wave."
Lewis’ story takes place during
Todd Phipers, Marshall Rezos, Pete
They would play a Japanese
the era of the mucicrackers and
Shaw, Robert Shepard, Jay Thorsvaldfishing village couple whose lives
son, Richard Tjaden, Carl Walonn,
sure enough the Midwestern pews papers make hay while the sun Advertising Staff: Patti McLean, U.ek are turned topsy-turvy by a tySchrudder, Bob Schoch, Phil May, Bill
phoon. The Hayakawas WPI’P a
shines. Notably good is Arthur
Masingale, Jeff Veitch, Bob Clark,
man and wife team in 1915
Kennedy as the cynical but underSteve Albright, Bob Pierce. Shirley
,!ent picture standing newsman.
Parks, Mike Fujiltake..
By ED RAPOPORT
Feature Editor

8:30 & 11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

’Take A Car’
(ta

NOMAD 9-PASSENGER STATION WAGON. You
have a choice of six Chevrolet wagons, each with
cave-sized cargo opening nearly 5 feet across.

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
R:ireci for :tudents)

WESTMINSTER

9:40 a.m. Perspective

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

A

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.
WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.
A service to students. A service, for
,tudents by students. Cars stop at
7th and San Fernando and 7th and
San Carlos at 9:30 a.m. No charge
Other stops as requested ICY

4.7447)

Ic

Current ’Judy:
"Campus Conquest"
There’s never been a trunk like it before!
The floor’s recessed more than half a foot
and the loading height is as much as 10A
inches lower.

6:00 p.m. Knox Club
Symposium
"Does God Exist?"
G. Winfield Shut, Minister
Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

or

Wesley Foundation
The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
205 EAST SANTA CLARA AT 5thCY 2.-3707

THIS SUNDAY
6:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
FlJnel

Din -a -mite 40c
"Problems In Living Together"

Mrs Forrest T,ttle Re, AP,

v ,

THIS THURSDAY
12:30-1:30 ... Midweek Luncheon

REL AIR 2-DOOR SEDAN, like all l61 Chevrolets,
brings you Body by Fisher neunessmore front seal

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

leg

INTRODUCING THE ’61 CHEVY

room.

BISCAYNE 6

the lowest priced full-sized Chevy with
big-car comfort at small-car prices!
Chevy’s new !61 Riscaynes-6 or V8
give you a fufl measure of Chevrolet
quality, roominess and proved perform.
onceyet they’re priced down with many
cars that give you a lot less! Now you can
have economy and comfort, tool

Biscayne 4-Door Sedan

See the new Chevrolet cars, Chevy Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer’s

AtogN staff E
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Rushing Ends; Sororities Select Pledge Class of 343
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Sororities completed rush week Maas, Diane Madsen. Stephanie
by signing up 343 girls Into Pan. Melin, Sandra Munday, Carols r.
S
Pamela Sue Sparrow
hellenic ranks. Sigma Kappa andchricker,
Patricia J. Spence, Sandra Lee
and
Gamma
Phi
Kappa
Gamma
Stephens, Karen A. Warnick
Beta lead in sorority pledging with
ALPHA PHI
3t1 eadh.
Susan Aclelmann, Judy A. Bart lett, Barbara W. Bowman, Sandra
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
MIsureen J. Allen, Margaret Su- Buerman. Susan Juan Burr, Marisan Baer. Joyce Ann Bevry. Rea lyn Butcher, Karen Cauhape, MarJane Blake, Barbara Lee Clark, dis Compton, Janice Connor, BonMary Cotton, Rita Lee Crawford. nie Jean Crocket. Maureen E.
Joan Renee DeVore. Patricia K. Devlin, Sandra Lee George, CarDougan, Dianna Dumesnii. Kirby olyn D. Hardy. Judith M. Harris,
Barrington. Joan Elwood, Kathryn Holly Hill, Deana Hollimon, ValN. Fox. Martha Giannini. Barbara erie Dee Johnson. Margaret C.
Bard, Site Jordan, Barbara Ann Kimball, Marcia Lynn McFerren.
Lazo. Judith Evelyn Lehman, Val- Julianne C. McLellen, Rent Mathierie Marshall, Linda Lee Maxwell, sett Diane Louise Miller-. Susan
Ann W. l’slayfield, Margaret Miller, Shepherd, Carol Shier, Virginia
Judith Gail Penniman, Bonny Snyder, Patricia Speetzen. Melinda
Grant Perry, Karen Pezzaglia, Stevens. Colleen Sullivan, Penny
Susan Lee Pratt, Karen Lee Raitt, Sue Thorns, Allison Tree.
Patricia Lee Rose. Jerilynne RothsCHI OMEGA
child, Ruth Shermund. Lana SisAvon Amestoy. Leslie ’Ann BalElizaSmith.
Helene
Phyllis
ley.
lard, Carol Bloss. Sue Bromley,
beth Ann Tyler. Carol Whitnell. Patricia Ann Butler, Karen Coop Lee
Sherrill
Wilson,
Jo
Nancy
Pricier, Catherine D. D’Orsa, NOrWood.
lyn Eiermart Banns Ellertson,
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Carolyn Allen, Donna Adrian
Bell. Karen Palmer Betz, Kay T.
Blackburn, Lorraine Brennan, Aileen Cabral, Linda Jane Collins.
Sue Lynn Goodrich. Linda Sally
Baugh, Julie E. Hoadley, Judy
linchfield, Claire Jacobs, Arleen
cerise Langley. Susan Elizabeth

Carolyn R. Ellington. Joan C.
Erickson, Nancy Sue Farr. Warpen Louise Firenzi, Nancy Hall,
Beverly Homen, Jane Lee Johnson, Deann Kinnear, Esther An.
ey, CarolKunz, Berniece
Mangseth, Mary Kathleen Maples,
Karen Jean Metheny. Dorothy
Ann Morris. Carole Pallitto, Nancy
Lee Pond. Martraret Lois Purcell.

For wearing apparel, gifts, decors and other Hawaiian need;
VISIT
(Montgomery
THE
Hotel Bldg.
CY 5 7066 W. San Antonio St. -- San Jose
Thurs. ’Ti 9:00 P.M.
Open 10:00 - 5:30 Daily

HAWAIIAN SHOP

, bar., .. Schuler, Barh,
Scurich, ’Garland, Car,
e
Giusto. Sheila Mine.
nor Mont Sharon E. Seely, Linda Shields, li Louise Howe. Linda Irby. Susan gomery. Aline Brien. Judy Poole,
Linda Strand, Kathy Van Leeu- Lynne James, Daulton r, Kohler. Lynn Richardson. Gail Wieman,
, wen. Lynn Walker, Sharon WorlLee Levinger. Nancy McFarren. Jo Ann %Voodard. Pat Yoggerst,
edge.
Jean McKay, I.ynn Meadows. Jan Carolyn Younger. Natalie ZuvialmT,
Mehei;
KAPPA DELTA
"’""
Ellen Shalt’, Society Editor
Judith D. Andrews, Sue Ellen
Karen Shippey, Linda Shively. Silvernail, Linda Sue Sonnet,
Shirley Sorensen, Carol .1. Thomas, Launa Soske
Carol Wessling, Bertotti, Adrienne Hall, Patr:,
Patricia Anne Travis, Susan Tre- Christine Whitehea d, Sandie M. Locke, Carol Ann Sheel,
bara Ann Simpson. JoAnne Sh
fethen, Catherine Louise Tuxford, Whitehead, Constance E. Wyant.
art, Pamela Thomas, Karen V.
Kathleen West".
GAMMA PHI BETA
son. Anne Wright Wilson
DF.:1-TA ILAMMA
Michele Shelly Ashby, Kathleen
KAPPA KAPP% 4. tNi
is .iliara IS I .I1
in Santa
Kristen I.. Andersen, Sandra Jo Jean Austin, Sharon Ballengee,
Lynn Bei I
I:a hard Marfrom I
Butler. Jayne Chambers, Nancy Joan Bohnelt, Betty Louise Bow,*
1J1
ooks. The comb,
Lynn Childs, Claudia Ann Cough- man, Kerin Adair Burns, Mary L. Brinker.. Denise NI Cailleati.
ilaic 1
Chi Omega general
.11 San Jose.
lin, Christine Farrow, Pamela Casady. Nancy Chocol. Marilyn nip t’oleman, Ann Davies. Diane I are ,
Be% Jung, Cht Omega general
:aduate from Pacific
Gaynor, Renee Giglio, Christine Cook, Carolyn Cox. Anne L. Davis, Beason, Linda Elias. Patricia Ann
Gray, Judy Grevstad, Norma Mary Kathleen Davis. Joan I.. Dougery, Flink, Trudi Friend. Carol Fur- !education major from San Jose.. Palisades. to Bill Reset, Sigma Al Harwood, Raylene Hermann, Pa- Colleen Garcelon, Ann Gates man, Sonja Halvorsen, Sharon 10 Al Wallmtra, Sigma Chi from pha Epsilon business graduate of
tricia A. Houston, Virginia I.. Irv- Rebecca Harris, Norma Hirskey. Hallett, Carol Ifilgeman, Patricia Sari Jose. Walnut (’reek is now
hi (mi,-...1 Roth H qt, home
ing. Susan Johnson, Judith Carol Janet Leach, Yvonne Lemmon. Johnson. Carlyn Kinnison. Kay ! cr home town
I lois Lanze. (’hi Ornsivii vain.
inapc
from Santa
Krupke, Beatrice Ann Merrill. Carol Elaine Lentine, Barbara A. Kirker, Carol 1.013oube. Julie Lamajor from Sacra- Clm a to Bill .meguire, engineerPat rind Jaime Morris, Jean Mary Lindner, Bonnie .McAulay, Nancy Grange. Susan Kay Libby. Janice
III
.1" crc 1% a rial Isom Sac- in
;! whale I rom Santa Clara
Mullen, Mary Susan Nelson. Nan- McGrorey, Lynda Newman. Merri Livacich, Lynne McCall. Mary
cit. Niederholzer, Nancy Peterson, M. Olson. Mary Lou Osborn. Di- MacMahon. Marilyn Medland, Su- rernenb,
lxi.Ac.liMENTs
Slarils
-.enrol- kinderBarbara Piazza. Susan Pool. Bar- ane Pahl, Linda Pierce, Nancy san Norris, Sandra K. Pace. MariI.y
major from S.m 1.211
bara Joan Quinn, Sharon Reed. Portal, Wendy Renwick. Judi L lou Pasguinelli, Pam Purpus. garden -p:
’hi Omega
H. n
Linda Mary Ross, Sharon Ann Silveria, Joan Simpkins, Pam Pamela Reed, Joanne E. Risdon. Jose. b. Jim l.raliaM, Senior ii
cm Campbell
Shollin, Shirley Jane Spencer. Joan Stoddard, Lori Strom, Carolyn Kathy Robinson. Mary Ann Rock, medic-al
I
I.ccs, assistant
Emily Spooner, E. Ann Thomas. Truex. Synnove Ware. Suzanne Priscilla Sorauf, Glenda Sv:eeley, ! Chi (1111..*1 ail Omni Koeptt, Richard
Suzan Trimm, Jeanie Tostenson, general education major from Los at
of s.
& CO ,
Vicky Vogel. Kathy Ann Walker, Wasthind, Karen Wells.
Sydney Wood.
Altos. tic NIIke Jones, P.F.
ior Pedoralo
Linda Weitzel, Julie Ann Wilson,
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
from Los Altos.
Jane Winfield, Sharon Woodruff.
PHI MIT
Joyce Anthony, Betty Babcock,
Claire Smith, (’hi Omega ir,rLois
Sharon
Gersten,
Beth
BonDELTA ZETA
15. -tic SI, I. cc’ IV, Chi Gift’.,
Pamela Beaumont, Margaret Cumier, Loretta Jean Roach, Sally ing major’ from Santa (*In in
sit.sic
!sradtiale trolls
Shirley Barksdale, Lynn II. ming, Molly Darragh, Shirley DufSturges.
John Casey. graduate horn Santa filctA
,
ill 11
lily, Sigma
Brown, Mary Callahan, Carol Caf- fey. Kathleen Duque, Charles
Clara university.
lpiv, !Kik,
’flajor froin
fin, Patricia Fairhurst, Elizabeth Mary Hagerty, Nancy B. Hod.
SIGMA KAPPA
Mattis. Lane, rucw employed Ic.
Ann Heaney, Karen Elizabeth Susan L. Jenkins, Della J. Kahn,
Julie Ann Bartlett, Donna Jean
Kaiser, Mariana Latham, Christie Arleen King, Janet Koch, Mary Bell, Sue Bishop, Sharon Boswell.
larbken, Marcella Laigne Mc - Joanne Lacey, Naocy Larsen, D. Barbara Buchser, Linda Burkincomas. Judith Maestre, JoAnne Marcia Laughlin, Jeanne Longi- shaw, Karen Lee Cantor, Claudia
Nlisner, Connie Anne Newlin, notti, Valerie Sue Lowen, Elaine Cook, Judith L. Day, Carol Elisko’herie Phinney. Gail Rat t ray, Manley, Virginia Noonan, Judi vich, Sheila Erikson, Joan Eubel.
Sandra June Robinson, Cathy Run- Osborne, Lisa Phelan, Janet B. ’ Christine Ferranti, Mary Flynn,
R.Ithprf,n d PAr.knn Forchini. E. Magalene
iH1
Pi Ice. Cyr h
/
,af", "7’he .11as
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
I

-Spartan Society

ummer Brings Marriage
Bells for Nine Coeds

’

On Cam
itttl-,/gt

SHOW ON WORTH!

NEW "" CHEVY CORVAIR

/// I BO/ I /

More space ...
more spunk
and wagons, too!

Here’s the new Chevy Corvair for ’61 with
a complete line of complete thrift cars.
To start with, every Corvair has a budget.
pleasing price tag. And Corvair goes on
from there to save you even more. With
extra miles per gallon . . quicker-thanever cold -start warmup so you start saving
sooner . . . a new extra-cost optional
heater that warms everyone evenly. Riding
along with this extra economy: more room
inside for you, more room up front for
your luggage (sedans and coupes have
almost 12% more usable trunk space).
The newest ear in .4merica: the CORVAIR 700 LAKEWOOD 4-DOOR STATION WAGON.

And our new wagons? You’ll love them
think they’re the greatest thing for
families since houses. The Lakewood
Station Wagon does a man-sized job with
cargo, up to 68 cubic feet of it. The Greenbrier Sports Wagon you’re going to have
to seeit gives you up to 175.5 cul.iie
feet of space for you and your things.
Corvair’s whole thrifty lineup gets its pep
from a spunkier 145-cu.-in. air-cooled rear
engine. Same rear-engine traction, same
smooth 4-wheel independent -suspension
ride. See the polished and relined 19bl
Corvair first chance you pet at yew
Chevrolet dealer’s.

THE PLEDGE YOU SAVE
MAY BE YOUR OWN
Today’ column is directed at that. young female ’nide!.

graduates alio have reeently pledged sororities and are w.,.
ried, poor latish,. that they won’t make good. Following is
list of simple intruetions which, if faithfully observed, sill
iss.itively guarantee that you will be a’ mad sneers% as a
sorority incl.
First, let us take lip the rnatter
housemothers. The
housemother is your friend_ s’011r
yinir mentor. Y.
treat her with respect. When yon wish to speak to het,
address her a- -Nlother Sigafoo-- or -Nla’ani.- In tio rirr11111.
y011 say. "Bey, fat lady. Second. let us discuss laundry. Never
yolir
Ilir in:
u web of the sorority house. This is inisightlj and
shows a want of breeding.
(.1ripter Homo.
Third, meals. Always renierrilsr th.it planning and
tiurals for a liotinefol of healthy girl- i- n.c simple task
cook goes to a great ilea! ot trc odd,.
inake your iiienti
and nourishing. The least yoli can
i- -Icos y.olir appreciaDoll.i
tion.
j1.1,4 devour
;moist- it,
with
delight, "What delicions pork jowls!" or -What a yummy soup
hone!" or "What scrumptious fish heads1- or "What clear
clothing. Never forget that your appearance reflects riot Siti-t on yourself but on the whole house. It was
well coinigli before pin joined a sorority to lounge around
caticidutsit your ,.111 middy blouse and gym bloomers. but now
pat mont take great pains to IlreFN in a manner which excites
arliniriag comments front all who oirserve yoli. Ales’ years ago,
for example. there was a Chi Omega twined Camille Atatork
at the University of Iowa who brought gobs of glory tic all her
sorors. Camille hit on the ingenions notion of suiting her garb
to the class she was attending, l’or instance, to Engli-’
wore a buskin and jerkin. Tit German she wore led.,
carried a stein of pilsener. To I:eim
ticker tape. Iler shiningest hour came
dressed us a white amuse for Psych Lal.
hiirga sisters, hut the entire student hotly sent into des
t
"
mourning when she was killed

CORVAIR 700 (71.UB COUPE. Like all coupes and
sedans, it /WA a longer range fuel turd:.

*eris ,

Spare tire is in the rear in coupes and
sedansleaving more luggage space up

front.

.4

CORVAIR 700 4-D(X)R SEDAN. Provisions for heat.
ing ducts are built right into its Body by Fisher.

Eken middle -seat passenger’s sit pretty,
thanks to Corvair’s practically flat floor.

Now in productionthe GREEN BR I ER
SPORTS WAGON WUII lip
So heir e as much room cla
onhnurv wagons (third mot
optional at extra cod).

Chevrolet dealer’s
See the new Chevrolet ears, Chevy Corwin and the new Corvette at your kcal autlwrized

Finally, let IIP take up the most important topic of all.
refer, ccf eourse, t. I dating.
As we have seen, the way you dress refleets on your sorority,
hut the men yam date refleci %eti more Be absolutely certain
that your date is an acceptable tellou. Don’t heat alsitit the
bush: ask hini point-hlatik, "Are
ari aeeentable fellow?"
Unless he replies, "Yeah, hey." send hint snicking
Brit don’t just take his word that he is acceptable. Inspect
him closely. Are his fingernails dean? Is his blnek klither
jiteket freshly oiled? Is his ukelele in tune? Does lie earry
Pull’ liability insurance? And, most significant of all, does
lie smoke Nlarlisasnr?
If he’s a Marlboro man, you knovi he has taste and disemment, wit and wisdom, character and Oltirlirr, deeency and
warmth, presence and pram, talent and grit, filter and flavor,
putt park and flip-top box. You will be proud al him, you,
sorority will Ise proud of him, thr makers of NlarlIsini Will II
pr.sal ml hini, and I will In. paid for this
15110: Mos Aloalaal
e

The makers of Marlboro, haring pond for ’his column. would
like to merit.
another of then line etaareflesrneld. un
filtered Philip Morris availabh in regular size or the sensational new king-size Commander. Hate a Commander
wrieunte aboard.
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’Coaches:

Gridders Head Northward

SJS Staff
Energetic,
Youthful

Webfoot Whammy: State Tomorrow’s Skirmish Big
Winless Against Ducks
Test of Spartan Strength
Beginntn,_ ,ith a 26-13 stil..wk
"However," he continued, "we!
in 1953, Spartan grid contingents still managed to score first and’
have failed in four outings against , led 6-0 after the first quarter. At
Oregon university, scoring but 32 that time we were thrown off
points as compared with the stride when quarteback George ,
Shaw iGiantsi was switched to
Ducks’ 113.
Bob Bronzan, professor of phy- end and proceeded to beat us with
sical education and a former Spar- key receptions."
In 1954 the Spartans went into
tan mentor 11950-561. vividly recollects the opening competition in the Oregon game sporting a 3-1
mark, but were thumped by 26
the SJS-Oregon rivalry.
"Prior to the game our first to 7.
This time Shaw, as the field
string fullback, a regular end, and
three tackles were declared ineli- general, poured it on the locals
with halfback Dick James Redgible because of a residence techskinsi and fullback Jack Morris
confideo
nicalitN
Rams) supplying the punch.
Rob Titchenal’s rookie season at
found Oregon winning 26-0
A & M Auto Repair SJS
in a rain-filled game.
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
Last year. in the first Spartan
SPECIALTY
Stadium battle between the
Powerglide
Hydramatic
schools, the Oregon backfield of
student rates Dave Grosz, Willie West, and
456 E. San Salvador
CY 5.4247
Dave Grayson was too much for
host SJS by a 35-12 count

Last Chance

count rate student tickets for
the Stanford-SIs football game
of October 15, according to Jerry
Vroom.
athletic
business
manager.
The tickets may be purchased
In the student affairs business
office (TH161 for $1.00.
Regular price for a general
admIssien dueat

1960 League Inaugural

Poloists Tiff Tigers

Major Oil 38c Qt.
C .70.,es 22c l’’K

SAHARA OIL CO.
2nd & William

THURSDAY

Corned Beef & Cabbage
FRIDAY

SPAGHETTI
all you can

Si

eat

Fri. and Sat. Night
Have fun with the

LEE SISTERS
COMMUNITY

SINGING

IRISH
VILLAGE
93 Willow Street

San Jose State’s varsi Is water poloists open their l9n0 league
season at 4 p.m. today in the men’s gym pool against arch -rival
College of the Pacific.
The contest could turn out to be anything from a picnic for ,
the Spartans to a feast for the Tigers, since the Stockton splashers
are also going into their first league match and are otherwise!
1
unheralded.
San Jose State should rate the*
Spartans’ past record. But the
Tigers are, as Spartan mentor Art
Lambert puts it. an "unknown
quantity."
"We’re ready to go out and
play some good polo," Lambert
swimming
be
"We’ll
noted.
hard." he added.

Lambert revealed his starting
lineup yesterday afternoon. Lonnie
Christensen. Roger Scaife and Jim
Monsees will open at guards. John
Henry will start at goalie, while
Preston Brunst, Herb Mattern and
Mike Roach will hold down the
forward positions.
The Spartans worked out heavily yesterday afternoon, emphasizing swimming drills and ball- !
handling techniques.
’
San Jose recently sank its
damni, 21-17, in its only other

, oldest.
The Spartan fresh meet Woodside High at 3 p.m. in a preliminary contest.SHAW

Impressive State
NCAA Statistical
Rating Endangered

Painting a defensive Rembrandt
in their ’60 opener against hapless.
Brigham Young. San Jose State’s
football forces accumulated an impressive batch of statistics which
placed them on top of two NCAA
departments and very close to the
pinnacle in three others.
Needless to say, the Spartans
will be risking these statistical
successes in tomorrow’s tilt
against the Oregon Ducks.
By grinding out 460 yards
Against the impotent Cougars, the
local eleven established a lead in
the total offense department over
the Air Force, which has averaged
436 yards in a pair of outings.
State’s 209 passing yards placed
them in third place behind Washington 1221.31 and Wisconsin
the defensive side of t h e
t.:er the Spartans formed a Gibnot allowing a single
-.Inc yard to lead the nation
ierial defense PETERS
ii

the south has come west to . .
.ae

-Slot/ger,’

Take

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

All Dinners

$1.60

Special Lunch

$1.00

He returned to his alma ma!,
in 1937 to take up the reign
where Bob Bronzan left off is
guided the Spartans through
rugged schedule -- finishing wall
a 3-7 ledger. The following year
San Jose neared the 500 mark
under "Titch" and last year. again
tackling a rugged slate, posted a
4-6 mark.
Menges, the backfield tutor, is
another alumnus of San Jose. After an illustrious playing career at
quarterback and a year of assistant coaching Menges joined the
Spartan staff in 1952.

Titchenal was displeased with
Wednesday’s workout, which he
termed "poor." "We were far
Irian sharp and there were no

Duck Ends Out
EUGENE. Ore. ((.P1)Kent
Peterson, starting right end for
the Oregon Ducks, will be out
of action for three weeks with
a chipped ankle bone, it was
announced yesterday.
Peterson, a junior letterman
joins Paul Range, the regular
left end, on the injury bench.
Peterson will definitely miss
tomorrow’s contest with San
Jose State,
Coach Len Casanova was left
%vith four ends on the squad.

His passing feats were second
to none at State and he still holds
many of the SJS aerial records.
The 1960 season marks Ander-

individual standouts." he commented.
The "poor" workout, however,’

son’s second year on the coaching staff and his first as a varsity assistant. Last year Anderson handled the fresh team and
mom ed up to the marsity post
when Marty Feldman resigned
to join the Oakland Raiders.

A halfback at USC in the
’40s. Anderson spent seven
cessful years as (leach and
letic director at San Diego’s
sion Bay high school.

’

Coaching at
Cubberly
high,
Jones compiled the en’. table record of 29 my ins. six losses and a
tie.
In 1957 he was hailed as "Coach

of the Year" on the Peninsula.
Maj. Qeinlan, whose primal
function is with the ROTC pr
gram at San Jose. takes time
from his duties to tutor the -re,
shirts. He played his football in
(ler Bowden Wyatt while at tin,
riliversity of Wyoming.
PAL51Eit

Bowling Break

1523 W. San Carlos St.

I’S( Alt DONAHUE

LE

I.EN BURNETT

BILL MeGRATH

LT

RILEY MATSON
. MIKE ROSE

( ARL MITCHELL

JOE CLESCERI

HANK CHAMNESS

DAVE unta.i.

DICK ERLER
JOHN SUTRO

RT

STEVE BARNETT

JIM CADILE

RE

GREG WILLENER

MA(’ BiliTON

1.11

DAVE GRAYSON

DOUG MeCHESNEY

Itil

CLEVELAND JONES

JOHN JOHNSON

lit

nitres,: SNYDER

DAVE GROSZ

MIKE JONES

CY 441110

Now get rid of those glasses
and look completely natural again!
;.

Return to your natural,

good looking self, yet

Ask for FREE Theater Ticket

Get The BIGGEST DOG
in the West

THE HOT DOG HOUSE
Special Tuna Buns Friday
Opposite the Science Building
Between Third and Fourth Streets on San Anton;o

The ilta,:ique
Presenting. Friday and Saturday Nights Until 4 A.M.

THE WEST COASTERS
(Jam SessionSunday ’CI Midnight)

Expresso
Paintings by Miller McDaniel
10TH & SAN CARLOS

Old World Charm in Diniii,.
lirwriew’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

k lit hentic Bavarian Food

Music Every Niiht
Deacon Shimmin
Dixie Piano
Sun., Tues., & Wed.

4[ii .47.n

Red Watson
Deacon Shimmin
Mon. & Thurs. Nites

4

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites
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FREE QUART OF KU<
OFFER ENDS OCT. 31

OREGON

J’OSE STATE

MELS PALM
BOWL

Open Monday - Thursday II a.m.-I2:30 a.m.
Friday - Saturday II a.m.- 3:00 a.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-I0:00 p.m.

late
sucathMis-

left no cause for alarm as the ,
Spartans were considered "ready"
for the crucial with the Webfoots.
San Jose is considered several;
weeks behind the rest of the naBob Jones, the fresh coach is
tion’s grid teams, with only one in his Krst year at San .11106e
tilt under its belt, while Oregon after starring on the gridiron
has three games in the book.
for Cal in his college clays.
The Ducks steamrolled ON et.
Idaho’s Vandals. 33-6 in the season
opener, hut underwent a calcimine
job at the hands of Michigan’s
Wolverines. 21-0. They returned
to the win column last weekend.
however, eking out a 20-17 victory
over Utah. The Webfoots were
forced to come from behind in the
final six minutes against the Utes
to turn a nip and tuck contest
Into their second win of the ’60

’BIG FIVE’SJS coaching staff (I. to r.) head coach Bob Titchenal, Bob Jones, Maj. William Quinlan, Harry Anderson, and
Gene Menges.

coach and was named "Skyline
Conference Coach of the Year"
in 1953.

SJS-Oregon Line-up

The nest time you go out for coffee
relaying bowling breF, too.
try
U.S puts the fun into bowling. 40
lacer. restaurant and lounge. Niels is
the place for
bowling date. Mali
welcomes Corec aod Intramural
groups.

Bar -B -Q Chicken
Bar -B -Q Spare Ribs
Bar -B -Q Beef
Southern Fried Chicken
Home -Made Pies
$

a

knee in Wednesday’s scrimmage,
may not make the trip. These
an the only two casualties for
the Spartans, who are otherwise
physically fit.

campaign.

MELS
PALM
BOWL

earlecue /ii

An energetic, youthful coaching
staff is the guiding light behind
the San Jose State grid contingent
that tackles a nine game schedule
this fall.
The staff, headed by Bob Titchenal, includes backfield coach, Gene
Menges; end coach, Harry Anderson; frosh coach, Bob Jones and
Maj. William Quinlan, who assists the quartet.
Titchenal, who won All-American mention as a center on San
Jose’s undefeated 1939 team, started his coaching career as an assistant to his former San Jose
The game will be aired over ra- State coach, Dud DeGroot, at
dio station KEEN. 1370 on the West Virginia in 1948.
dial, with Bob Blum mikeside.
From there he went to NM
Fullback Ken Taylor, who inMexico and then Denver in the
jured his leg in the BYE’ game.
capacity of assistant coach. Aftwill he left at home and end
er one season at Denver he reiene Badeley, who hurt his
turned to New Mexico as head

1.1)
PAI.N1Eli
An optimistic Spartan grid team, hoping to upset the favored
Oregon Ducks in Eugene tomorrow. went through light drills
estertlay afternoon. wrapping up a week of intensive preparation
for ...e v.asa with
IIc
y.it d
d’s
chfouts.
Head Coach Bob Titchenal. his staff, and a 35 -man squad
f
San Francisco International Airport at
I I a.m. hulas for a skirmish that should determine the true
strength of the Spartan eleven.
Titchenal’s charges will conduct
light workouts in Eugene this
afternoon and then call it quits
A 5 p.m. deadline lias been set
until they take the field at kickoff
for the purchase 01 special distime-1:30 p.m.

PETERS

Lowest Prices
on Gasoline

(This is the lest in
series of eight
articles on the San Jose State football
team.)

see naturally through the

NEW YORK $149
i
STEAK
Includes:
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

ALSO . . .
EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$11

miracle of contact lenses.

.71,e 0/1 __S’out4ertt

See Joe Allen and Frank Jackson
SPECIALISTS IN CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES

earecue
428 E. SANTA CLARA

II

CONTACT LENS CENTER
CY 7-9698

211 So. First Street

CY 7.5175

Students Must Show ASB Card

Julian (/’ Steaks
Fourth und Julian

Next to Burqur Km

Frosh Drop Opener, 14-7
*

*

nick,:i knacks

*

By NICK PE’ll

Last-Minute Spartababe TD Drive
Jones Not
Discouraged Hits Brick Wall at Gator Goal-line 1..ner
"I was disappointed, but not discouraged," stated an optimistic
hub Jones from the dressing room
after his Spartan frosh dropped a
14-7 decision to the Sun Francisco
State JVs in his first game as an
SJS mentor.
This was more or less a personnel test," he continued. "Now I’ll
have a better idea of what the
boys can do in preparation for
ow’ big one against the Stanford
P:ipooses next week."
-One thing’s for sure," he
stressed, "our line play has got
to be greatly improved or else
stanford will 11111111/ us by four
touchdowns."
The game was an ideal example
of what a large group of young
ball players do in their first game
.!11,1’ never having played together
a unit before.
be perfectly fair, it must be
01 that the Gators were a far
.re experienced outfit, having
41 three previous games -one a
squeaker over a tough Stock J(’ eleven.
\Aso, a large number of the
tors were juniors and seniors,
0 failed to make the talented
S varsity.
Gator coach Bob Rodrigo
praised the locals as "a very fast
team which should really Irnlas.ve" and "hy far the best

Paul 3 Cycle4
CY 3-9766

TICO TACO’S
Delicious Foods
from
South of the Border

Booters Meet Stanford
In NS( Lid-Lifter

Sporti. Editor

Tacos

Tour

Shops as You

Deluxe Hamburgers
Hot

TEAMS

BRONZAN
(8-21

%Xiish.St.
( .t ((fond&
’irri*
sta taka.aii

Ranch Burgers

B.B.Q. Tacos

Dogs

TRY OUR SPECIAL COMBINATION PLATE
(111,

59c

TICO TACO’S
Open every day til I a.m.

SPANISH KITCHEN
39 E. SAN ANTONIO ST.

S-P-E-C-I-A-L
Saturdays &

Classified Rates:
25s line first inserfon
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Transportation
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The consensus had the ’49ers over the Rams by four (S.F., 13-91 Male student and Arizona State over Washington State university by 3 tASU.
I 24-21 a to hit the nail ric.ht on the head.
Mle share:- -

Pages

Menendez has several top-notch
frosh candidates; in Valdis Svans
of Brazil and Mahmood Gorjestant
of Iran. but both are ineligible for
varsity competition under present
N(’..% A rides. PALMER
The Spartan starting lint -tip
tollos.vs:
Gordon iltintze--goalie
Dave Biddleright fullback
Lew Felliistsleft fullback
Jerry Nelsonright halfback
Joe Battaglinl--center halfback
Tony Zenottoleft halfback
Gordy Stroudright wing
Dietmar DemeterInside right
Jerry. Koopmancenter forward
Abdul Mashalinside left
P.m Weddleleft wing

CLASSIFIEDS

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

Tamales
Enchiladas
Chile Beans

their belt, the Spartans will he
after the Indians’ scalp. hut nail
find the going tougher than they
did against Santa Clara university.
Coach Julie Menendez will go
with a semi -experienced lineup
against the Tribe 1101alees. lat i all
center halfback Joe Battavlini
pacing the attack.
Switched from the center forward position, which he played
last season, Battaglini was tabbed
by Menendez as the sparkplug in
the attack against the Broncos
Dietmar Demeter and Gordy
Stroud, who played fine soccer
against SCU, are expected to bolster the Spartan offensive, as are
Jerry Koopman and Al)d,:l 711:(07a!

Wish rid.
Roberts chugged around left end
The ex -Spartan has yet to play in a game after two weeks of 1.I.J I 88,4
to the three and fullback Sonny practice, but he’s sure to see action soon, as he reportedly is on a
Foreign student
Spellman carried to the one via tour-oeek trial and the local pros still have to make one cut.
, the right guard spot.
Rapid Itay feels "in great shape" and is eagerly awaiting
The third and one situation reRide wanted
his pnitessional debut.
sulted in a fumble at the line of
Veteran end Billy Wilson, another ex -Spartan, rates Colchico "a sh
scrimmage, but SJS center Steve
rlde
Mumma fell on the ball at the two. tough kid who should make it big if he continues to improve," but -.7
won’t comment about Norton because of the sprint star’s inactivity
Would lie ders
Fullback Brad Posey was stopped
just short of the goal in a futile
can,!,
effort to get the needed two yards
PROFESSORS BIRONZAN AND TITCHENAL, the two grid
Rentals
on fourth down, and S.F. took
"authorities" making predictions in the Spartan Daily (below’, are
possession.
Nr. college.
one-two after their accomplishments of last weekend.
I
’ San Jose gained 143 yards rushDespite differences of opinion in a few games, Bronzan (8-2i and I - ’. .
ing and 76 through the air. S. F.
i Men students, .
State compiled 198 yards on the Titch (7-31 lead the Daily sports staff in prognosticating.
ground and 74 yards passing.
of
1.’SC
Bronzan called the shot on Ohio State’s 20-0 blank
Furn. I & 2 8. 8,
and the guessers’ consensus came out correct on two games.
Cy 4 E,c,E , 4

Turn Spartan

4th and St. James

SPARTAN rcom.,vis

Seek Second Win

at badminton joust with a coaching counterpart.
when Walt Roberts hit John Seronello with a 5-yard touchdown pass
Burly guard Pete Morgan, disputing the coach’s claim to injury
midway through the second immunity, jokingly jostled ’Fitch that this was only the beginning
quarter.
immunity, jokingly joshed Titch that this was only the beginning
Halfback Tom Cousey had of things to come.
scampered 45 yards around left
"When you get that old (Titch is 431, these things all happen
end to the S.F. three to set up
at once," hecklied Morgan. "Next week you’ll be in a wheelchair!"
the score.
A laughing Titchenal hobbled from the room.
Sonny Spellman converted out
of Roberts’ hold to make it 7-7
with 9:26 left in the period.
FLASHY MA(’ BURTON, the Spartans’ all-purpose halfback, is
S.F. State hit paydirt at the an outstanding broad jumper in the spring,
start of the second period when
Able to go over 24 feet, which is equivalent to eight yards, why
halfback Tom Manney charged
seven yards through the right side couldn’t Mac just take a handoff, step back, race to the scrimmage
of the SJS defense for the touch- line, and leap?
down.
This maneuver should be good for at least five yards a crack. No??
BOB JONES . . .
Isaiah Simpson kicked the extra
. . . rookie mentor
point to put the Gators in (nail,
team we’ve faced this season." 7-0.
ROOKIE DEFENSIVE END Dan Coichico from SJS, again drew
Jones concentrated his indivklAn exchange of punts midway it Starling assignment from ’49er coach Red Hickey tor Sunday’s battle
ual praise on end Del Olson, who
with the Detroit Lions.
started the season as a quarter- through the fourth quarter put
Dan so pleased the redhead with his fine play in last week’s
back; field general Walter Rob- the frosh on its own 45. A pair of
15-yard aerials from Roberts to game with the Rams that he could become a permanent fixture in
erts, and halfback Dan Hager.
halfback Del Olson, who also ’49er plans should he continue his fine brand of play.
He also opined that the Sparta starred on defense, moved SJS
babes would have done a lot betto the Gator 25.
According to the toughened rookie, "Ed Henke and Leo
ter if "QB Dave Johnson hadn’t
Nomellini have taught me the most on the ’49.rsthey’re the
missed the game because of strep
A personal foul against S.F.
greatest."
throat."PETERS
State gave the frosh a first
down on the Gator 11), with
Speedy Ray Norton, another ’49er rookie, will also accompany
three minutes left.
the team on its three -game road trip.

8 & 10 Speeds
from the finest European manufacturers
We ,,pecialize in service and parts. See us today
for your needs Open
tonight until 9:00 p.m.

Milk Shakes

fletober 7 icxso

TAKING OFF Fli0%1 SA \ FRANCISCO International at II
a.m.. San Jose Slate’s grid roulingent can claim a healltli sipiail
with a prof
I desire to iip.ei die applecart out fasored
unisersity t lllll orrow in
By PETE 511 11%
yesterday .1.
both tallied
Besides Ken Taylor, ss ith a knee injury in the BY L game, .111.1
San Jose State’s (rush gridders at Spartan Stadium. but the Spar.orthern
California
Intereollego
at
pair
of
goals
in
the
end
the
Bronco
clash.
who
hurt
,aine
week,
Budgle.s,
Gene
in
this
practice
came within inches of at least ty- tababes’ last-minute scoring drive
Iition for the Oregon battle. ate Soccer Conference season toAl goalie the Spartan mentor
ing the vaunted S.F. State JVs failed. making S.F. State a 14-7 Spartans are in sound plisieal e
Only one more injury confronts the local aggregation as it wings
victor in the sun-drenched contest.
I morrow, traveling to Palo Alto lot has Gordon fitintze. Huntze was
northwardthat to head coach Bob Titchenal.
la match with the redmen of Slut- at at the tail end of last season
Bob Jones’ freshman charges beIt seems that Titch, who (lulus% this is "the first time I’ve
at saw no action and is another
ford at 11 a.m,
came the first team to score
been hurt," pulled at leg iii "ii,’ while swatting the shuttlecock in
With a 5-1 practice win untie! prospect Jacking experience.
against the Gator JVst this season

RACING AND TOURING BIKES
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Ohio
by 3

Iowa

You’ll n4a over

by 4
Texas
by 2
Purdue
by 7
Wash:
by 17
by 1
Dallas
by 4
’49ers
by 10_ _
,
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by 1
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the FLIP-TOP VEST

i

1

itself to double
your wearing pleasure!

it reverses

----. TYPEWRITERS

Sundays only

(with ASB card)

Enchilada Dinner
Spanish Kitchen Special
Tamale Dinner
Chili Colorado Dinner
Taco Dinner
Steak Dinner
Chili Verde Dinner
Chili Rellano Dinner
Chicken Dinner

$1.04
$1.25
$1.04

and ADDING MACHINES

$1.04
$1.04
$1.25
$1.04
$1.04
$1.25

FOOD TO TAKE OUT
We

...........
.......................

Cater to Banquets and Parties

Phone CY 7-9950

SOLD

RENTED

REPAiRED

TRADED

ALL MODELS

ALL MAKES
Standard

Portable

conD

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
Portable and Manual
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

CAN DO
Luxurious 14-wale corduroy vest
one side

DOUBLE-BREASTED

rounded front. It’s tirodins for the best in the

It’s all done with buttons! One side is doublebreasted in a dashing
district check
other
side is single-breasted in
red. gold or olive solid

5.95

9.95

cord, other mad madder

print ... witness new
Wild Vest!

FREE DELIVERY

colorlI,innel.

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 East San Fernando
Phone CY 3-5283

(Nest to California Book Store)
FREE PARKING
Or VALLEY FAIR

2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.

In wrist -wrestling, news, advertising and circulation
no one can top the San Francisco Examiner, for 73 years
the number one paper in northern California.
When writers stare into space, they are working.
Here, in working condition, are four writers who keep
the San Francisco Examiner a cut above the distinctive.

ItV4 133S rt–.,

tIT:9144 .T3
our young financial editor who has your
money in mind no matter where it may be at the moment.

...is

...has a 200,000 word vocabulary and
an intriguing interest in the opposite sex.
Most of both come through in his daily column.

MONIQUE BENOIT
...is a French girl from Paris who writes
a witty advice-to-the -lovelorn column.

PRESCOTT SULLIVAN
He understands the pelican in the fisherman’s scheme
of things. He had an icicle named after him at
the Winter Olympics. He is the best and the
most humorous sportswriter in the business.
Incidentally, the San Francisco Examiner
is printed en white papervery easy to read.

The San Francisco Examiner
is always available on campus

YOrkshire 7-6012, for full details

